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see the patch of white hills north of Heliopolis. All
the way it was pleasant and cool. As I passed back
the final message "Approaching Heliopolis, winding in,"
I saw Searle read it and wind his arm round to the
rest of the crew, who suddenly cheered up and ground
their arms round too! I approached down the aero-
drome past South Camp sheds, and ran a long way
down the hill. It is extraordinary how, in approaching
this way, one has a tendency to come in high. At
any rate, our overhauled engines had carried us to Egypt,
and had run passing well.
Test at Heliopolis. On the Tuesday after we arrived
it was discovered that our port engine had developed
an internal water leak, so it had to be changed. How-
ever, as E.R.D.1 were in the process of moving from
Abassia to Aboukir, and a new engine was not immedi-
ately forthcoming, my stay was prolonged to a fortnight,
which gave me a very pleasant rest in the land of the
Pharaohs, I finally got it installed ten days later. I
did a test in the afternoon and walked to the aerodrome
from the Turners'. The walk up to South Camp is
hot anyway, and by the time I got there I was in a
simply shocking state, and absolutely running with
sweat. But above 3,000 feet it was delightfully cool,
and very pleasant. I took Lord Tony's Wife, by Baroness
Orczy, up with me, and read it while Stent flew. I
also showed him how to turn against the starboard
engine.
There was a shimmery whitish glare over the desert,
so characteristic of Egypt. The Nile cultivation and
Cairo were spread out like a vast picture, the Nile dis-
appearing southwards into the distance between the
1 Engine Repair Depot.

